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FIG. 1: (Color online) Longitudinal and Hall data (!xx, !yy

and !xy) for two Y124 samples. The insets show the contact
configuration for each sample.

several (typically 2-3) pulses were averaged. Resistivity
versus field data for both samples are shown in Fig. 1.
The resistivities rise rapidly above the irreversibility field
Hirr (which is slightly di!erent in the two samples) then
increase more slowly. Above Hirr, the resistivity is highly
anisotropic within the plane due to the presence of the
highly conducting double-chain unit, as found in zero-
field above Tc [11]. For both samples and in both the
longitudinal and transverse components, small period (in
inverse field) SdH oscillations are visible which are a few
percent of the total signal at maximum field.

In Fig. 2 we show the oscillatory component of the MR
signal for both crystals at various temperatures. Due to
small di!erences in noise level for the two field directions,
our study of the T -dependence of the oscillations in sam-
ple #2 was carried out with the field in one direction only.
The resistivity ! shown in Fig. 2 for #2 is therefore a
mixture of !yy and !H

xy.
We analyzed the data using the standard theory for

SdH oscillations in a metal [12], which is essentially the
same as the Lifshitz-Kosevich model for the de Haas-van
Alphen oscillations in the magnetisation [4]
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FIG. 2: (Color online). The oscillatory component of the
magnetoresistance [!!/!(H)] for both samples at various
temperatures. For #1, ! = !xx(H) whilst for #2, ! is a mix-
ture of !yy(H) and !H

xy(H). In each case, a linear background
has been subtracted and the data o"set for clarity. The solid
lines are fits to Eq. (1) giving m! = 2.7 ± 0.3me.

RT = X/(sinhX) with X = (2"2k
B
/h̄e)(m!T/B) and

m! is the quasi-particle e!ective mass. The Dingle fac-
tor RD = exp(!"/$c%) = exp[!("h̄kF )/(eB&)] describes
the increase in damping as the orbitally averaged mean-
free-path & decreases or as the average Fermi wavevector
(kF ) of the orbit grows.

A fit of this equation to the data in Fig. 2 gives a single
SdH frequency F of 660 ± 30 T for both samples. Using
the Onsager relation, F = (h̄/2"e)A, we find that the
cross-sectional area of this orbit corresponds to 2.4% of
the average cross-sectional area of the first Brillouin zone
(27.9kT for H"c). Hence A is 1.25±0.07 larger than that
observed in Y123-II.

As a first approach for determining m!, we neglect the
field dependence of RT and fix $c%/B, F and # to the
values found at the lowest temperature so that changes
in the values of A represent RT at an e!ective field Be =
55 T . A fit of RT to A(T ) is shown in Fig. 3 and gives
m! = 2.5 ± 0.3me, where me is the free electron mass.
This approach slightly underestimates the mass, and a
better approach is to fit all the data at all temperatures
to Eq. (1) simultaneously. These fits, shown by solid lines
in Fig. 2, give m! = 2.7 ± 0.3me. This is a heavier mass
than that observed in Y123-II by a factor 1.4 ± 0.2.

Fast Fourier transforms of !(1/B, T ) are shown in the
inset to Fig. 3. Both the frequency of the main peak
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resistivity diverges at low T

Why??

Do doped Mott insulators 
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FIG. 2: a) L-scan magnetic intensity across Q=(0,1,L) in sam-
ple A: it has been obtained using the following relation of
measured quantities [I(SF, 75K) ! I(SF, 275K) I(NSF,75K)

I(NSF,275K) ]

calibrated by ! (see caption Fig. 1). b) Temperature de-
pendencies of the magnetic intensity, Imag, for various Bragg
peaks L=0,1,2 in sample A.

magnetic signal, IP//Q = IP//z + IP!Q, in the three po-
larizations, as shown in Fig. 1.c,1.d and 1.e for sample
B, unambiguously demonstrates the magnetic origin of
the low temperature signal. More precisely, in the P//z,
configuration, only magnetic moments within the hori-
zontal scattering plane but still perpendicular to Q are
observed in SF channel [19, 22, 23, 24]. For Q = (0, 1, 1),
this means that we mostly probe the magnetic moments
parallel to the c" axis. In the 4 underdoped samples, we
observe a similar onset of the magnetic order below Tmag

for P//z (Fig. 1.d). This demonstrates that the deduced
magnetic moment has a well-defined component perpen-
dicular to the CuO2 plane. However, a closer comparison
with both polarizations reveals that their intensities do
not simply match. This underlines that the magnetic
moment also exhibits an in-plane component (within the
CuO2 plane) as the cross-section in Fig. 1.c is larger than
the one in Fig. 1.d. Combining all measured polariza-
tions in the di!erent samples, one can then estimate a
mean angle between the direction of the moments with
the c" axis to be φ = 45# ± 20# valid for all samples.

As shown in Fig. 1.c, the typical cross-section of the
magnetic order is ! 1–2 mbarns, i.e. ! 10$4 of the
strongest Bragg peaks. This explains why such a mag-
netic order was not reported before with unpolarized neu-
tron di!raction. Due to these experimental limitations,
we do not perform a detailed and quantitative determi-
nation of magnetic structure for which further work is
needed. However, some qualitative aspects can be briefly
discussed. First, we perform a scan along the L-direction
in the SF channel across the Bragg peak (Fig. 2.a) where
the di!erence in temperature between T=75 K and 275
K has been taken to remove the e!ect of the polariza-
tion leakage. The observed magnetic peak is resolution
limited, showing that the magnetic order is character-

FIG. 3: (color online) a) Cuprate superconductors phase di-
agram as a function of hole doping, nh, deduced from the
SC temperature using the empirical relation TC/T max

C =
1 ! 82.6(nh ! 0.16)2[31]. The white points show Tmag (see
table I). The color map shows the quantity "R(T ) = 1 !
[#ab(T )! #ab(0)]/(!T ) deduced from the resistivity measure-
ments in YBCO[6]: the change of colors indicates the depar-
ture from the T-linear behaviour, "R(T ) = 0 represented in
blue, at high temperature. "R(T ) "= 0 defines the pseudo-
gap state. b) Circulating current phase, !II , in the CuO2

plane proposed to explain the pseudogap phase in high-TC

superconducting cuprates[11, 12]. c) A spin model preserving
TSL.

ized by long range 3D correlations at T=75 K. Second,
by looking at other Bragg peaks along c" (Fig. 2.b), we
found that the magnetic intensity is not uniformly dis-
tributed versus L, meaning that i) the magnetic intensity
does not arise from the Cu-O chains, and ii) the moments
arrangement within a bilayer appears to be mainly paral-
lel. This directly arises from the hierachy of the observed
magnetic intensities (intensity at L=0 is larger than at
L=2, Fig. 2.b). Finally, using the observed magnetic
cross-section (Fig. 1.c) and a weakly momentum depen-
dent form factor, one can deduce a typical magnitude of
ordered magnetic moment of M " 0.05 to 0.1µB with
the moment decreasing with increasing doping in the 4
samples.

Therefore, we observe an unusual magnetic order in
a temperature and doping range that cover the range
where the pseudogap state is observed in YBCO. Our
data do not contradict previous unsuccessfull polarized
neutron reports[19] as the Bragg spots where the e!ect
is observed are along a direction at 45# from the one
previously studied[26]. The deduced Tmag, defined as
the change of slope in the normalized intensity Imag, de-
creases with increasing doping (see table I). It matches
the pseudogap temperature, T", of the resistivity data
in YBCO[6] as shown on Fig. 3. The occurrence of a
magnetic order in this temperature and doping ranges
points towards a magnetic signature of an hidden order
parameter associated with the pseudogap state. As all
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FIG. 1: (color online.) Spectrum of a d-wave superconductor
along the line (kx, ky) = (!

2
, !

2
)k in the presence coexisting

SDW order (i.e. a staggered Zeeman field) of magnitude h.
The nodal points are stable until h ! 0.45, when two nodal
points meet in k-space and a gap opens.

with !0 = 0.4 and ! = 1. (In some cases, we will explore
the e"ect of an orthorhombic distortion, which we will
incorporate by letting ! != 1.)

As a first example, let us consider a G = (", ")
spin density wave, represented by the perturbation
WSDW = h

!

k,! #c†
k+G,!ck,!. This perturbation man-

ifestly breaks time reversal symmetry. However, it is
invariant under time reversal followed by a translation
by R = ax̂. Diagonalizing the e"ective Hamiltonian nu-
merically we find that the nodes in this case are robust.
Upon increasing h, the nodes are shifted from their orig-
inal position. Due to the reflection symmetry of the per-
turbation around the " (1, 1) direction, the nodes are con-
strained to move along the (0, 0) to " (1,±1) lines. When
h " 0.45, the nodes reach the points ±"

2 (1, 1), and so are
nested by the ordering vector G. For h > 0.45, the spec-
trum is fully gapped. The spectrum for various values of
h is shown in Fig. 1 along the line k = "

2 (k, k).
To illustrate further the special role played by trans-

lation symmetry, we will next consider the two com-
binations of spin and charge density waves (“stripes”),
shown in Fig. 2 a & b. In both cases, time-reversal

FIG. 2: Two patterns of unidirectional spin and charge order
(“stripes”) discussed in the text. The arrows represent the
spin density, and the size of the circles represents the charge
density. The rectangles are the unit cells. The primitive vec-
tors are (4a, 0) and (2a, a).

FIG. 3: (color online.) (a,b) Two patterns of spontaneous
orbital currents on a square lattice. (a) the (!,!) d-density
wave pattern, and (b) is a square lattice version of the (0, 0)
order proposed in 6. (c) Qualitative low energy spectrum of a
d-wave superconductor with coexisting orbital current order
of type (b). Note that the pair of nodes along the line kx = ky

remain at zero energy, while the nodes along kx = "ky are
shifted away from zero energy in opposite directions, forming
hole-like or electron-like pockets.

and translation symmetry are broken, such that there
are 4 sites in the new unit cell. However, in state-a,
time reversal followed by translation by R = 2ax̂, or
by R = aŷ, remains an unbroken symmetry, whereas in
state-b, no symmetry of the form of TR survives. (There
do, however, remain unbroken symmetries which com-
bine T and reflections through a plane.) We represent
these states by a perturbation Hamiltonian of the form:
W =

!

r#

"

V#nr,# # h#Sz
r,#

#

, where r is the Bravais lat-
tice vector labelling a unit cell, $ = 1, .., 4 is the index of
the basis site in each unit cell, and nr,# =

!

! c†r,#,!cr,#,!

and Sz
r,# = 1

2

!

! #c†r,#,!cr,#,! are the local charge and
spin densities, respectively. Following the site labelling
scheme shown in Fig. 2, we take represent the e"ective
field conjugate to the spin density by the 8 component
vector h = (h, 0,#h, 0). In case a, the field conjugate
to the density is V = (0,#V, 0,#V ) while for case b,
V = (0,#V, 0, V ). We have computed the spectrum nu-
merically for fixed h as a function of increasing V . As
expected on the basis of our general theorem, in case-a
the nodal points survive until V exceeds a critical value
of order unity. Conversely, in case-b, where no general
theorem insures the stability of the nodes, we find that a
gap opens for arbitrarily small V and grows as ! $ V 2.

The last example we will consider is the case of spon-
taneous orbital current loops. Fig. 3(a,b) shows two or-
bital current patterns: the first (a) is known as “d-density
wave” (dDW)5 for which G = (", ") , and the second (b)
is a G = (0, 0) pattern which, from a broken symme-
try viewpoint, is equivalent to a state defined by Varma
on the somewhat more complex Cu-O lattice in [6]. For

Yes
which state is correct?

P. Bourges,
PRL, 96, 197001 (2006)
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Mechanism?
Phonons?
Are they relevant?



Is a retarded boson necessary
for the pairing?  If not, what is?
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ARPES (Ref. xx, xx, xx)
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Hg-1201 (This work)   

Bi-2212 (Ref. xx)       

Bi-2212 (Ref. xx)       

Y-123   (Ref xx)         

Y-123   (Ref. xx)        

LSCO  (Ref. xx)          
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c
/T
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max = 4x1/82,6*(0,16-p)2
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 form other techniques

FIG. 2: Universal doping dependence of the ratios h̄!AN/kBTmax
c and h̄!N/kBTmax

c obtained from

the B1g and B2g superconducting Raman peaks. The ratios 2!/kBTmax
c deduced from ARPES

coherent peak in the ANR [23, 45, 46] and from tunneling spectroscopies [30, 31, 44] have also
been reported.
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Are the underdoped cuprates Non BCS superconductors?

M. Le Tacon, Nature Physics, 2, 537 (2006).

underdoped-----> overdoped
do the mechanisms differ??
Does weak coupling apply 
anywhere??  adiabatic 
continuity?



Color change at 

Can any of the existing 
mechanisms
 (stripes, RVB, spin 
fluctuations, 
exotica,ddw, varma 
loops,phonons) explain the 
color
 change?

Violation of Tinkham-Glover-
Ferrel sum rule

Van der 
Marel, 
Nature, 2002, 
Bontemps, 
EPL, 2003

Tc
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Stripes: Good, Bad or       
Irrelevant for high T_c?



What single experiment would either falsify 
your theory or identify the mechanism of 
superconductivity?
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Phenomenological model of protected behavior in the pseudogap state of underdoped
cuprate superconductors.

Victor Barzykin
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996

David Pines
MST-DO, MS G 754, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545 and

Department of Physics, University of California, Davis, CA 95616

By extending previous work on the scaling of low frequency magnetic properties of the 2-1-4
cuprates to the 1-2-3 materials, we arrive at a consistent phenomenological description of protected
behavior in the pseudogap state of the magnetically underdoped cuprates. Between zero hole doping
and a doping level of ! 0.22 it reflects the presence of a mixture of an insulating spin liquid that
produces the measured magnetic scaling behavior and a Fermi liquid that becomes superconducting
for doping levels x > 0.06. Our analysis suggests the existence of two quantum critical points, at
doping levels, x ! 0.05 and x ! 0.22, and that d-wave superconductivity in the pseudogap region
arises from quasiparticle-spin liquid interaction, i.e. magnetic interactions between quasiparticles in
the Fermi liquid induced by their coupling to the spin liquid excitations.

PACS numbers: 74.20.Mn, 75.40.Cx, 75.40.Gb, 76.60.-k

Almost 20 years after the discovery of high-Tc cuprates,
there is still no consensus on the origin of superconduc-
tivity in these materials. In a large part this is due to an
incomplete understanding of the normal state of matter
from which it arises. In the present communication we
address this issue through a careful analysis of their mea-
sured low frequency magnetic properties. We show that
the scaling behavior found early on in the temperature-
dependent component of the static uniform planar sus-
ceptibility for the 2-1-4 materials[1, 2] extends to the
1-2-3 materials, and reflects the presence of a spin liquid
that dominates the low frequency magnetic properties of
the normal state from zero doping to doping levels of
order 0.22, the pseudogap region[3]. Quite remarkably,
this universal part of the static response agrees very well
with the theoretical Monte Carlo calculations for the 2D
Heisenberg model[4] (see Fig. 1). There is, moreover, a
second component present in the Cu-O planes through-
out this doping range; it is a Fermi liquid, whose temper-
ature independent contribution to the uniform suscepti-
bility is doping dependent[1, 2] because of the doping-
dependent changes in the relative fractions of spin liquid
and Fermi liquid[1, 2, 5]. We are thus led to a two-
component phenomenological description of the low fre-
quency magnetic properties in the pseudogap phase that
provides a unified account of their behavior, including
the crossover seen in their dynamic properties[6, 7] at a
temperature comparable to that at which the spin liquid
susceptibility displays a maximum. Our analysis sug-
gests that in the superconducting state it is the doping
dependent Fermi liquid component that forms the super-
conducting condensate, so that the doping dependence
seen in the magnetic measurements will be directly re-
flected in the doping dependence of the superconducting
condensate seen in penetration depth and other exper-
iments. We further find (see Fig. 2), from our analy-
sis of the spin-lattice relaxation rate measured in NMR
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FIG. 1: Scaling for the 63Cu Knight shift in YBa2Cu3O7[8],
YBa2Cu4O8[9, 10, 11], YBa2Cu3O6.63[12], and
Y1!xPrxBa2Cu3O7 (x = 0.05, 0.1, 015, 0.2)[13], compared
to the scaling function obtained by Nakano et al.[2] (solid
line) for the bulk spin susceptibility in La2!xSrxCuO4. T " is
the temperature at which the Knight shift has a maximum.
The lower inset shows comparison of Nakano et al.[2] scaling
function (solid line) to the Heisenberg model numerical
calculations of Macivić and Ding[4] (solid circles). The upper
inset shows the numerical results for the correlation length[4],
which show that ! " 1 at temperature T " J

experiments on both the 1-2-3 and 2-1-4 materials that
in the absence of superconductivity there are two candi-
date quantum critical points (QCP) associated with the
pseudogap matter. One suggested QCP is at a doping
level ! 0.22; it marks a T = 0 quantum phase transi-
tion from the conducting Fermi liquid on the right-hand
side (rhs) to pseudogap matter, in which a portion of
the quasiparticle Fermi surface has lost its low frequency
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FIG. 2: The phase diagram for high-Tc cuprate superconduc-
tors. T !(x) corresponds to a crossover at !(T, x) = 1 to the
strongly correlated phase in the spin liquid. TQC"QD is the
spin liquid crossover from the quantum critical (QC) to quan-
tum disordered (QD), or gapped spin liquid, regime. TQC"RC

is the spin liquid crossover from the QC to renormalized clas-
sical (RC) regime.

spectral weight, becoming localized in an insulating spin
liquid that coexists with the remaining Fermi liquid com-
ponent. The second proposed QCP, previously identified
by Ohsugi et al. [14], is at x ! 0.05 and marks a tran-
sition between two di!erent quantum states of the spin
liquid; a quantum disordered phase on the rhs, which
could be spin glass[15],and a magnetically ordered spin
liquid on the left-hand side (lhs). The Fermi liquid is a
bystander in this transition. There are several di!erent
ways in which such a transition could occur. For exam-
ple, the transition could be weak first order. Therefore,
we do not attempt the precise analysis of this question
in the paper. Rather, we show the presence of two com-
ponents in the spin dynamics at moderate doping levels,
and note that there is a change in its dynamics in the
vicinity of a doping level of 0.05, which makes it a can-
didate for a QCP. The two-component spin dynamics is
we believe already present at high energies of the order
of J .

We note that the presence of two critical points, and
not just one, does not contradict finding a first order
Mott transition, but rather confirms it. A proper ther-
modynamic variable for such a transition would not be
doping, but rather the chemical potential or pressure.
In some sense, doping is similar to volume for the first
order liquid-gas transition, so on general grounds one
would expect a region of phase separation as a func-
tion of doping x, rather than a sharp first-order transi-
tion. This point has been made by Lev Gor’kov in many
publications[16, 17]. Essentially our phase diagram im-
plies the onset of a phase separation regime at x=0.05
that persists up to x=0.22, a viewpoint that is confirmed
by La NMR in La2CuO4+![18]. The lower critical point

corresponds to the onset of the phase separation behav-
ior. At the second critical point the phase separation and
the SL disappears. Quite generally, it follows from the
two-component picture that the transition to a gapped
spin liquid can be either percolation type or stripe type,
where the correlation length is limited by finite size of
the domain. The details and the energetics of how the
domain order appears at low dopings will determine the
nature of the critical point at low doping level.

We begin our analysis by writing the low frequency
dynamic spin susceptibility in a simple two-component
form:

χ(q, ω) = f(x)χSL(q, ω) + [1 " f(x)]χFL(q, ω), (1)

where f(x) is the fraction of spin liquid (SL), 1"f(x) that
of a 2D Fermi liquid (FL). In the static long wave length
limit, the Fermi liquid bulk susceptibility, χFL, is both
temperature and doping independent. When its contri-
bution is subtracted from the experimental data for the
bulk spin susceptibility we find, as shown in Fig. 1, that
the 1-2-3 materials show the same scaling behavior with
T !, the temperature at which the spin liquid bulk sus-
ceptibility is maximum, as had earlier been proposed for
the 2-1-4 materials[1, 2]. Not only is this scaling behav-
ior universal, but χSL follows very well the calculated[4]
bulk spin susceptibility for the Heisenberg model with a
doping-dependent exchange constant J(x) # T !(x). The
spin liquid contribution,

f(x)χSL(T ) = χmaxχ̃(T/T !(x)), (2)

is a universal function of T/T !.
A simple explanation for the scaling law found in the

static susceptibility of the spin liquid is that as holes
are added to the Cu-O plane, the hybridization of their
orbitals with those of the localized Cu spins makes it
possible for the latter to hop. The resultant hopping
reduces the global e!ectiveness of the nearest neighbor
interaction J. We note that the doping dependence of T !

is not far from that predicted by simple models[19] of the
consequences of that hopping,

T ! = J " tx, t # 4.8J (3)

The spin liquid is dominant in determining the low fre-
quency dynamic magnetic behavior and this dominance
explains the success of the approach developed by Millis
et al.[20] (hereafter MMP) in their analysis of the results
of NMR experiments on the cuprates, since the MMP
dynamic susceptibility,

χSL(q, ω) =
χQ

1 + ξ2(q " Q)2 " i "

"SF

, (4)

is that appropriate for the scaled 2D Heisenberg nearly
antiferromagnetic liquid of localized spins characterized
by their peak static susceptibility,

χQ = αξ2, (5)

HIDDEN FERMI LIQUID: THE SECRET OF HIGH Tc 

CUPRATES 

 

Astract—I present a formalism for dealing directly with the 

effects of the Gutzwiller projection, which is implicit in the t-J 

model widely believed to underly the phenomenology of the 

high-Tc cuprates. I suggest that a true BCS condensation from 

a Fermi liquid state takes place, but in the unphysical space 

prior to projection. The theory which results upon projection 

does not follow conventional rules of diagram theory and in 

fact in the normal state is a Z=0 non-Fermi liquid. Anomalous 

properties of the ‘strange metal” normal state are predicted 

and compared to experiments. 

 

One of the most striking dilemmas about the high Tc 

superconducting cuprates is that they seem to obey the standard 

BCS quasiparticle theory when they are superconducting---after all 

is said and done and in a restricted sense---but that the normal state 

is undoubtedly not the Fermi liquid on which BCS theory is based. 

 

What I propose here is that there is actually an underlying “hidden 

Fermi liquid” which undergoes a BCS pairing transition;  but that 

this Fermi liquid is not the usual perturbative continuation from a 

sea of free electrons.  In particular, in the normal state, creating a 

free, bare electron of momentum k has zero amplitude for creating 

the hidden Fermi liquid’s quasiparticle—that is, the wave function 

renormalization constant Z =0. For purposes of clarity let us 

introduce a term for these “hidden” excitations: “pseudoparticles”.  

Many-pseudoparticle excitations saturate the electron’s amplitude. 

 

It is then obvious why the  hidden Fermi liquid emerges when the 

substance becomes superconducting: that opens up a gap ! for 

single-pseudoparticle excitations, so that the many-pseudoparticle 

continuum can only begin at  three times that gap. Therefore the 

total amplitude for many-particle excitations remains finite, and 
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Z=0 because of projection
(diagrams fail)
condensation restores finite Z

Q:  How does 
projection, which is 
not an external 
perturbation
lead to an 
orthogonality
catastrophe?
what about sdH?

Q: Does FL
obey Luttinger’s theorem?
What about vanishing arc length?
sdH consistency?


